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Thalia Gargoula - was born on January 14th, 2004 
and started writing the first part of her poem 
collection somewhere in the month of August 2017. 

During the winter of 2018, she spent two weeks 
at home - thanks to the flu - and managed to 
complete the second part in between watching 
TV for hours on end.

After a tremendous writer’s block that lasted for 
a few months, on July 2nd 2018, while in Berlin, 
the writer turned insomniac finished the last six 
poems overnight.

The last part of the collection revolves around 
parties she’s never been to, with a slight 80’s theme 
- a decade she wasn’t alive in.

In conclusion, my imaginative, sometimes confused 
yet talented writer created a collection of 25 poems 
which I am proud to unveil.



Sand against my feet

I look at the sand against my feet,
And I notice how the colors differ.
How the beige dust looks so queer
On my tan skin and red colored nails.

If I look at my mint flip flops,
Buried underneath my feet,
I begin to see how the sand
Seems to consume it all.

The sand against my feet,
Feels warm and rough
But if I sink my foot deep enough,
It feels soft, like touching a dream.

Although, late at night,
The sand feels cold.
So I keep my feet away from it,
And gaze up at the sky instead.

And as I stare into the darkness,
I see millions of little stars.
And I notice how the colors differ,
Like the sand against my feet.
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Gold N’ Roses

Gold is quite peculiar.
The way it shines like rays of sun.
Gold is yellow’s mother,
But I’d never kill you for it.

Gold can take on many shapes,
Cubes and shells and rods.
But the one it takes on the most
Is the shape of greed itself.

Roses are quite peculiar too.
How their looks can be deceiving.
How they seem so sweet and innocent,
And hide their little thorns.

How roses can be all kinds of colors
Like yellow, red, pink, and white.
Gold can’t change colors,
But it can change people.

Roses have pricked and pierced,
And shed a lot of blood,
But gold has shed much more.
And I’d never kill you for either.
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Mirrors

Mirrors are so strange.
To most people they seem normal,
But I begin to wonder
What it really is they are.

Mirrors are like looking
At a complete and utter stranger
Through the glass.
Except that stranger is yourself.

When you have a mirror,
It’s like there’s another person in the room.
Someone always watching you
Through the other side

And when you break that mirror,
You don’t just have one,
But millions of tiny windows,
To peer into the other side.

Mirrors are like loops.
Loops into ourselves.
Reflections of who we truly are,
And maybe who we’re meant to be.
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A Picture of Her    

I took a picture of her,
As she raced across the grass.
Her hands as light as air,
Her body but a fragile spirit.

The way she held my hand
Made me see without my eyes.
I took a picture of her,
As she ran through the sunlight.

Her smile was as bright as day,
Full of joy and light.
And when night came,
Her smile grew tired.

And as we lay below the stars,
On the grass, side by side,
I looked at her, glowing in the moonlight,
And then glanced at the picture I took.

And I wondered to myself,
If she sees herself,
As beautiful as I see her,
While she dreams asleep beside me.
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How it is

It’s funny how the sun,
Was supposed to just be a star.
But instead it’s the beginning and the end
To every passing day.

It’s the same reason flowers bloom,
The same reason birds sing.
I guess that’s what makes the sun so special,
Compared to other stars.

Everything may change,
You can kill me or you can cure me of disease,
But the sun will come up every passing day.
That’s just how it is.

And you’re just supposed to be a girl,
I spent my summers with,
But now you’re all I can think about.
And I don’t know why either.

And everything may change,
You can leave me or rip my heart apart,
But I’ll still love you every passing day.
That’s just how it is.
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Wildflower    

The girl isn’t like the other ones.
She stands out in my eyes.
Like a blossoming wildflower 
In a field of lonely daisies.

She walks like sunshine
Peering through tree branches.
She smiles like serenity
Of a lovely spring morning.

A beautiful soul, made of sun,
Hence a mind made of darkness.
A bronze statue sculpted by gods;
That desires to be like any other stone.

Don’t be scared,
Oh, little wildflower.
The darkness cannot harm you.
It will only show you the starts.

No one will ever be
As perfect and unique
As my little wildflower.
What a pity.
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The Shape of Light

The light around me
Is always in different shapes.
The light I find in summer,
In darkness and in day.

There’s the country starlight,
Of warm summer nights,
Where darkness surrounds you,
But the stars still somehow guide you.

There’s the city’s car lights
In flickering colors of yellow and red.
On pretty, rainy afternoons,
After a long trip from a place away.

There are lifting fog lights,
Of the eerie, creepy forest.
Blue, in the midnight luminescence,
With dark creatures lurking from within.

The beautiful pond light.
The one you can so clearly see,
In the bright, elegant hour of dusk,
Before nighttime pulls us into sleep.
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The rare window light,
At early morning, dawn.
That comes in yellow and pink
And lays upon you in rays of newborn sunlight.

The rather contemporary phone light.
A soft, glowing screen,
That somehow lights up the entire room,
Late at night, when you’re supposed to be asleep.

The light that shines from behind the leaves,
That fills me with harmony,
Whether it’s the cheerful time of day,
Or the magical hour of night.

There’s the light after a storm,
Broken and lost.
But still standing strong,
Like a sign of hope after a hurricane.

There’s the stop light,
In between the smoke and fumes.
Telling you when to stop and when to wait
And shows you where to go.
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The powerful, trembling light,
Worshipped by millions of little moths.
Fluttering their wings in attraction,
Unaware of their death once the light goes out.

There’s the light of fairy lights,
In colors plain and vivid.
For the sake of Christmas or celebration,
Or for the pure sake of aesthetic.

The light that reminds you of home.
The candle the neighbors left on,
The porch lamp that wouldn’t let you sleep,
Or the beaming lamp out on the street.

There is the dim light of no light at all.
Where even in complete darkness,
My eyes will faintly adjust
And everything will be clear again.

The light that surrounds me
Can never loose it’s glow.
In day or night, it’s with me
And let’s me see the world as it is.
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Fireflies by the Moon

Watching a firefly is exciting.
Staring at the moon is enchanting.
But looking at both
Really takes your breath away.

It doesn’t matter where you are.
By cold, sandy beach,
Or between the comforting trees.
It feels the same.

It doesn’t matter what you smell.
Whether it’s the fresh, salty air,
Or the warm scent of pine wood.
It looks the same.

It doesn’t matter what you’re listening to.
If it’s mystical synch pop,
Or happy sounds of indie music.
Your heart swells up the same.

It doesn’t matter what you see.
The dark blue sky, filled with stars,
Or the leaves of the trees above you.
Your smile will grow the same.

It doesn’t matter who you’re with.
Lying alone in the sand,
With the strange comfort of a friend
Being near by.
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Or sitting on the grass,
Next to someone you secretly care for,
Maybe more than they know,
Gazing at the world from below.

It may seem different
And maybe it is too.
But the feeling you get,
On a calm summer night,

Peering up at the full moon,
Glowing in all its glory,
Surrounded by stars and little fireflies,
Stays the same.

No matter where you are,
No matter who you’re with,
No matter what you feel.
It always takes your breath away.



Iridescent Things    

When the light hits things
Just in the right angle,
Their colors seem luminous
And change in strange ways.

Like soap bubbles,
In the bathroom candle light,
Or puddles of oil,
When hit by rays of sun.

Curious birds,
With questionably colored feathers.
And shiny sea shells,
That managed to escape the sea.

Some things are iridescent and can only try.
Just like people.
Some are made of satin
And some are covered in gloss.

But you are iridescent.
And when the light hits you just right,
You gleam in holographic hues.
And nothing can ever compare to your beauty.
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Run Away

I have this insane idea,
That we could get out of this town.
Away from everything.
Run away with me tonight.

Let’s runaway,
To a place far from here
And if we get scared
We can always head back.

We can run away,
So we can be allowed to feel lost
And being out of place
Will finally begin to feel alright.

Let’s run away,
Run away to the sea port,
Where the ships sleep quietly,
Waiting to abandon us at dawn.

Let’s run away,
Run away to the ghetto,
Where they drink until their heart stops
And sleep in the morning and party at night.

Let’s run away,
Run away to the forest,
Where it’s cold at night
And it’s okay for you to hold me close.
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Let’s pretend they’re chasing us.
Let’s pretend we have to get away
As fast we can.
Before the sun comes up.

Let’s run away,
Run away to the city,
Run away to New Jersey,
Where we’ll finally be safe.

Don’t you really want to run away?
So we can be lost,
So we can be alone,
Be lost and alone together.

I promise we’ll come back,
One day when we’re older.
One day when we’re not lost.
When we don’t want to run away anymore.
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Our Place

I have this place
Where the words you say
Don’t have to make sense.
And we can finally be ourselves.

Sometimes I say things
I know don’t mean anything really.
But somehow you always find a way
To see right through everything.

You see it all.
You see through the night.
Right past the fireflies,
That fly be the moon.

You see everything.
You see through my heart.
Right past the monsters,
That sleep in my soul.

This place gives me a feeling
So strong and so startling,
I don’t know what I’d do
If I was ever away from you.
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Summer Girl

The restless summer girl.
She breathes with grace,
As serenity surrounds her
And smiles in the summer sun.

She radiates of summer.
Licking strawberry ice cream
Off her cone, as it melts
Into her hands.

She looks like summer too.
In her off shoulder t-shirt
And Japanese styled skirt,
Blushing in the rays of sun.

She loves hugging people,
Especially for no reason at all.
She calls herself a hopeless romantic
Even though she’s never fallen in love.

She has a special way of speaking.
Words twirl when they leave her lips,
As the sun pales and emits
The beauty of her smile.

She’s an English born angel
With the luscious, brown hair,
And a name of a mermaid,
Like Arial or Coral.
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She loves the way the sun reflects
On the sea’s salty water.
She loves the sound of silence
And having time to be all alone.

She adores going on picnics,
Reading books about adventures,
While dreaming of her future
Of fancy city apartments.

She keeps a secret journal
Where she writes down her thoughts,
That seem unimportant,
In tidy, perfect handwriting.

Walking though South France,
Taking pictures and blowing bubbles,
While her messy hair dangles
Calmly on her tan shoulders.

Her heart and soul
Smell like the sea and sun.
And the sweet, familiar smell
Of summer air.
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Sweeter Weather

Sometimes summer isn’t sun.
Sometimes summer is clouds and cold
And those little things
That make summer seems so far away.

The sky looks cruel.
It’s white and pallid.
Like the sounds of sky colors
Have gone mute.

It almost looks fake.
Like looking at a cloudy day
In the frames
Of a black and white polaroid.

There’s no sunset.
Just a moment when heaven
Turns gold then orange
And then turns into night.

The air still tastes like salt.
The heat still warms your skin.
The night is still young.
And you’re still here.

Those white skies are beautiful
From my point of view.
But I know you hate them,
So I pray for sweeter weather.
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And I hate the beach.
I hate the sand.
But I know you love it,
So here I am.

You say you don’t mind the clouds,
But I know you lie.
You love the sun of June
And you love summer dresses.

But it’s too late in July
For the sun of June,
And it’s too cold
For summer dresses.

It’s not cold enough for coats,
Not warm enough for blouses.
Your sweater, filled with holes,
Is perfect for this weather.

So we’ll put on your sweaters,
We’ll go to the beach.
And we’ll sit here forever,
And pray for sweeter weather.
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Contrast Sky 

Imagine a world
Where the sky was black
Like an endless stormy day,
Or a constant state of night.

A sky mysterious and odd.
Full of dark secrets 
And hidden shadows
Lurking from above.

No infinite rainy days.
No pinkish colors of dawn.
No more blurry rainbows
Hidden behind fluffy clouds.

No afternoon sunset colors.
No blue summer skies.
No playful light peering in
Through tree branches.

So let the moon illuminate
And bring light to the world
And let the glorious sun
Shine till the star fades away.
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Rotten Apricot 

All the summer memories
Of car music
And messy hair
Lay there, before your eyes.

In the cool shade
Of wicker umbrellas.
Not far away
From the salty abyss.

In a crumpled napkin,
Next to pink sunglasses,
Stroked by wind,
And bathed in sand.

Between apple cores,
And cherry seeds,
And those lonely
Sticky peach pits.

They lay inside
That rotten apricot,
The one that no one ate.
What a sad, rotten apricot.

It sits next to me,
While I try to get tan.
And we laugh and play
While memories rot beside us.
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City Kids

When I walk
Around the city
It reminds me of us,
Stupid city kids.

Sharing cigarettes,
And questioning the world.
Listening to city music,
Thinking everything will be okay.

Sewing our own city clothes,
Dyeing our hair
City blue or purple
Or shaving it all off.

We say nothing
And what we want to speak
We express it through an unimportant,
Minimalistic city tattoo.

Sometimes I wonder
If you’re all too lovely to be true.
If maybe you’re all just inside
My city head.
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Right before the Crash 

The yellow fields
Unfold for miles and miles
As far as the eye can see.
So many things we could’ve seen.

Ahead lie concrete highways
With white painted lines,
Not knowing where I’m going
Or how to even drive.

All I can smell
Is the scent of bubble gum
And my friends chewing peppermints
In the back of the car.

The boy sits beside me
Biting his nails
Waiting for us
To crash into oblivion.

My pulse thumps slow
With the rhythm of the bass
Of a song on the radio
As I wait for it to stop.
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My overall’s left strap
Cascading down my waist,
Exposing my shirt
And my heart and my fears.

The chocolate wrappers,
On the car floor,
Seem so unimportant,
Now more than ever.

And right before the crash
I wait for my life to flash before me,
But all I can see
Are the infinite yellow fields.
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Boulder Shore 

From up on the rocks
The waters looks so dark,
And so predatory,
It’s like we don’t stand a chance.

Even the most chivalrous fish
In the ocean,
Wouldn’t hesitate
To devour us whole.

Like we’re so small,
So unimportant
Compared to the world.
Or maybe, just maybe, we’re not.
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Pictures of Flowers

When I look at pictures
I’ve taken of you
All types of flowers
Always seem to be beside you.

In a sunflower field,
Flora up to your waist,
One hand above your head,
Desperately searching for shade.

In the next one
Dim lighting on your face
In front of you a vase
Filled with roses and roses.

In another photo
You’re painting your nails green
And there’s a pile of lilies
Next to your sun tan feat.

Within the next one
Your bicycle tied to wired fence
With daisies growing
On the side of the pavement

And my favorite picture
Is of you pulling leaves of trees
While cherry blossoms
Fall onto your curly hair. 
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The Apartment

An old french apartment 
Made of red bricks
And worn out wood
With many stories to tell.

A vintage, fancy home.
White colored tapestry,
Paintings covering the walls,
With expensive antique furniture.

Delicate crystal windows
Leading to a balcony
Overlooking the utterly pure,
Well known, French Riviera.

And the people passing by
Would stare at it for ages
Trying to imagine 
Who’d be lucky enough to live there.

No one in the whole of France
Seemed to be even slightly worthy
Of living in that beautiful apartment
So close to the heavens.
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Skeptical Eyes

Behind those massive
Crowds of people
Sits the small girl
With skeptical eyes.

She’s artistic yet sad,
Like having a picture taken,
By an obscure type
Of camera angle.

What goes on
Behind those eyes?
Behind the crowds of people,
Inside her mind.

Every time I see her
I always step away,
Scared I might disrupt 
Her concentrated thoughts.

The world will change and grow,
But one thing I know for sure:
Nothing will ever change
Those skeptical eyes’ ways.
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Season Ground 

The ground is dry
And full of filth,
As the waves crash
Onto the shore.

The ground is soft,
Beneath my feet,
As purple vervains
Sprout next to me.

The ground is damp,
It smells like rubber
And feels like leaves
Cascading onto the dirt.

The ground is wet,
Small, shiny droplets
Slide down the window,
Muffling the sound of rain.
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Night Time Pool Party 

Pink and blue and yellow lights
Flickering from inside 
And balloons rocking back and forth
Gently stroking the ceiling.

Pool parties during the night
aren’t the same joyful gatherings
That they are in the morning. 
They transcend into loneliness at night. 

Muffled techno music blaring 
Through the distant speakers
And red plastic cups,
as far as the eye can see.

The sound of people dancing,
Sounds like being asleep,
Where today’s a drunken dream
And tomorrow’s a nightmare.

And you just sit there waiting,
Dipping your feet in the lit up water,
while someone has passed out 
onto one of the pool floatie.
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And you just sit there waiting
Looking up at the sky
And wondering how those palm trees
Got so tall.

Maybe you’re waiting for a stranger
to come sit next to you
and start a conversation 
out of purely nothing.

Maybe you’re waiting to get up
and go back to the party 
and start dancing for hours
until you can’t walk anymore.

Maybe you’re waiting to fall into the pool. 
And just swim and swim
Until you transcend into a fish
Like pool parties transcend into loneliness.

Maybe you’re just waiting 
for the sun to come up. 
So you can stand up and finally depart 
from this night time pool party.
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The Prettiest Things

The prettiest things
Aren’t made of gold
Or decorated with diamonds.

The prettiest things
Are those that don’t get noticed
If you don’t pay close attention.

Like cherry champagne,
Or transparent balloons, 
Or doors with carved in details. 

Big shiny portraits
Of Roy Lichtenstein paintings
In odd places of a house.

Shiny red sunbeam cars.
A fire’s initiating blue flame.
Firework sparks fading into the sky.

Random little rainbows
that appear through the window
after a horrid storm.

That feeling of acceptance
When drowning in self resentment,
Like learning how to swim.
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Sunset

Underneath gold painted skies,
Pink tinted clouds,
And rays of sunshine,
I sit and stare at the sunset.

Orange, red, and yellow,
Fades to blue and purple,
As a gleaming crescent
Breaks through the horizon.
Sunset is how the sky says “Goodnight”.
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